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ABSTRACT: Protein evolution occurs via restricted evolutionary paths that are influenced by both previous and subsequent
mutations. This effect, termed epistasis, is critical in population genetics, drug resistance, and immune escape; however, the
effect of epistasis on the level of protein fitness is less well characterized. We generated and characterized a 6615-member library
of all two-amino acid combinations in a highly mutable loop of a virus-like particle. This particle is a model of protein self-
assembly and a promising vehicle for drug delivery and imaging. In addition to characterizing the effect of all double mutants on
assembly, thermostability, and acid stability, we observed many instances of epistasis, in which combinations of mutations are
either more deleterious or more beneficial than expected. These results were used to generate rules governing the effects of
multiple mutations on the self-assembly of the virus-like particle.

Protein evolution occurs through complex pathways, often
involving nonintuitive leaps between functional var-

iants.1−3 These paths include local minima and maxima, in
which the effect of a given mutation depends entirely on the
previous and subsequent mutation.1 This effect, known as
epistasis, has been well-studied in population genetics4−6 and is
known to play a central role in drug resistance7,8 and immune
escape.4,6,9 However, studies that quantify the combinatorial
effect of multiple mutations on protein fitness remain relatively
rare.
Much effort has focused on characterizing the fitness effect

of single mutations on a given protein, producing one-
dimensional protein fitness landscapes.10−15 While such
landscapes are highly useful for describing the effects of one-
amino acid mutations on a protein, these efforts do not capture
the multidimensional shape (or ruggedness) of evolutionary
landscapes. To date, epistasis has been measured for GFP,16

RNA-binding proteins,17 and several enzymes.2,18,19 These
studies find that instances of negative epistasis, in which a
secondary mutation is more deleterious than anticipated, are
more common than positive epistasis, though both are
detectable and play a role in shaping protein fitness
landscapes.16,17,20−22

Complex, multimeric protein scaffolds such as viral capsids,
metabolosomes, and other molecular machines are poised to

have a significant impact on biotechnology in the coming
decades.23,24 To maximize this potential, it is important to
understand how non-native functions can be hindered by
unanticipated epistatic effects. To date, our understanding of
the design rules governing the self-assembly of these proteins
remains limited, complicating the use, predictability, and yield
of these particles in non-native contexts.25,26 In particular, we
expect the effects of epistasis to be especially significant in large
assemblies with quaternary structure due to many inter- and
intramonomer interactions.27,28

Here, we characterize the complete pairwise epistasis of a
highly mutable loop occurring in a virus-like particle (VLP)
(Figure 1). VLPs are closed-shell protein containers derived
from noninfectious viral shell proteins. MS2 bacteriophage is
used as a model VLP, as it is well-studied for use in drug
delivery,29−31 disease imaging,32−34 vaccine development,35,36

and biomaterials.37,38 To do this, we harness a technique
developed in our laboratories, called SyMAPS15 (systematic
mutation and assembled particle selection), to evaluate how
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epistasis shapes the assembly, thermostability, and acid stability
of the MS2 coat protein (CP). On the basis of our selection
criteria, we find many instances of both positive and negative
epistasis for the loop region studied, governed largely by
charge and steric bulk. Our studies reveal two residues, distant
by sequence but spatially adjacent, that show strong pairwise
epistasis. This allows us to describe unexpected design rules
governing the mutability of this loop. Moreover, this work
establishes a useful experimental protocol that can be used to
understand how epistatic effects can be leveraged to obtain
new particles with desired physical or chemical features.

■ MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Strains. MegaX DH10B Escherichia coli electrocompetent
cells (ThermoFisher Scientific, catalog no. C640003) were
used for all library experiments, and DH10B chemically
competent cells produced in house were used for expression of
individual variants of interest. Overnight cultures from a single
colony were grown for 16−20 h at 37 °C while being shaken at
200 rpm in LB-Miller medium (Fisher Scientific, catalog no.
BP1426-2) with 32 mg/L chloramphenicol. Expressions were
subcultured in a 1:100 ratio into 2×YT medium (Teknova,
catalog no. Y0210) with 32 mg/L chloramphenicol and
allowed to express overnight at 37 °C while being shaken at
200 rpm.
Library Generation. To generate libraries with two-amino

acid mutations in the FG loop, we modified a library
generation strategy developed by the Bolon lab, known as
EMPIRIC cloning.39 EMPIRIC cloning uses a plasmid with a
self-encoded removable fragment (SERF) surrounded by
inverted BsaI restriction sites. With this setup, BsaI digestion
simultaneously removes both SERF and BsaI sites. These
plasmids are termed entry vectors, and the SERF in this study
encodes constitutively expressed GFP to permit green/white
screening. We used a previously described entry vector that
replaced a 26-codon segment flanking the FG loop in the MS2
CP with the SERF.15 Single-stranded DNA primers with all 15
combinations of degenerate codons were purchased, enabling
overlap extension polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to
generate double-stranded DNA with all possible pairwise
combinations in this six-residue region. These primers were
resuspended in water, pooled, and diluted to a final
concentration of 50 ng/μL. The reverse strand was filled in
by overlap extension PCR with a corresponding forward
primer. The amplified, double-stranded DNA was purified
using a PCR Clean-up Kit (Promega, catalog no. A9282). The
purified DNA was diluted to 1−5 ng/μL and cloned into the
described entry vector using established Golden gate cloning
techniques.40 The ligated plasmids were desalted on
membranes (Millipore Sigma, catalog no. VSWP02500) for
20 min and then transformed into MegaX DH10B E. coli

electrocompetent cells (ThermoFisher Scientific, catalog no.
C640003). Following electroporation and recovery, cells were
plated onto two large LB-A plates (VWR, catalog no. 82050-
600) with 32 μg/mL chloramphenicol and allowed to grow at
37 °C overnight. The colony number varied, but every
transformation yielded a number of colonies that was at least
50 times greater than the library size. This protocol was
repeated in full for three total biological replicates that are fully
independent from library generation through selection.

Size Selection. Colonies were scraped from plates into LB-
M and allowed to grow for 2 h. Each library was then
subcultured at a 1:100 ratio into 1 L of 2×YT (Teknova,
catalog no. Y0210) and allowed to grow to an OD600 of 0.6,
when they were induced with 0.1% arabinose. Libraries of
variants were expressed overnight at 37 °C. Cultures were then
harvested, resuspended in 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.2)
with 2 mM sodium azide, and sonicated. Libraries were
subjected to two rounds of 50% (w/v) ammonium sulfate
precipitation, followed by fast protein liquid chromatography
(FPLC) size exclusion chromatography purification to select
for well-formed VLPs.

FPLC SEC (assembly selection). MS2 CP libraries or
individual variants were purified on an Akta Pure 25 L FPLC
system with a HiPrep Sephacryl S-500 HR column (GE
Healthcare Life Sciences, catalog no. 28935607) size exclusion
chromatography (SEC) column via isocratic flow with 10 mM
phosphate buffer (pH 7.2), 200 mM sodium chloride, and 2
mM sodium azide. Fractions containing MS2 coat protein were
collected for further analysis.

Heat Selection. Following assembly selection (FPLC
purification), libraries were incubated at 50 °C for 10 min.
The buffer from FPLC purification [10 mM phosphate buffer
(pH 7.2), 200 mM sodium chloride, and 2 mM sodium azide]
was used for these studies. Precipitated VLPs were pelleted by
centrifugation, and well-formed VLPs were isolated by
semipreparative high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) SEC. Fractions containing VLP were combined and
subjected to RNA extraction, barcoding, and high-throughput
sequencing.

HPLC SEC. MS2 CP variants were analyzed on an Agilent
1290 Infinity HPLC system with an Agilent Bio SEC-5 column
(5 μm, 2000 Å, 7.8 mm × 300 mm) with an isocratic flow of
10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.2), 200 mM sodium chloride,
and 2 mM sodium azide. Fractions were collected at the
characteristic elution time for wild-type MS2 (11.2 min) and
subjected to RNA extraction and high-throughput sequencing
sample preparation.

Acid Selection. Libraries were incubated at pH 5 or 7 for 1
h at 37 °C, prepared with citric acid and sodium phosphate
according to the Sigma-Aldrich Buffer Reference Center.
Precipitated VLPs were pelleted by centrifugation, and intact

Figure 1. FG loop mutagenesis and selection strategy. Two-codon mutagenesis targeted at the FG loop generated a library of 6615 variants, each
with exactly two NNK substitutions in this region. These variants were subjected to an assembly selection, followed by targeted functional
selections to identify heat-stable and acid-sensitive variants.
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VLPs were concentrated using a 100 kDa molecular weight
spin cutoff filter (Millipore Sigma, catalog no. UFC510024).
The supernatant of the MWCO filter was subjected to RNA
extraction, barcoding, and high-throughput sequencing as
described above.
Sample Preparation for High-Throughput Sequenc-

ing. Plasmid DNA was extracted prior to expression using a
Zyppy Plasmid Miniprep Kit (Zymo, catalog no. D4036). RNA
was extracted from the MS2 CP library following assembly
selections using previously published protocols.41 Briefly,
TRIzol (Thermo Fisher, catalog no. 15596026) was used to
homogenize samples, followed by chloroform addition. The
sample was separated by centrifugation into aqueous,
interphase, and organic layers. The aqueous layer, which
contained RNA, was isolated, and the RNA was then
precipitated with isopropanol and washed with 70% ethanol.
RNA was then briefly dried and resuspended in RNase free
water. cDNA was then synthesized using the Superscript III
first-strand cDNA synthesis kit from Life (catalog no.
18080051, polyT primer). cDNA and plasmids were both
amplified with two rounds of PCR to add barcodes (10 cycles)
and the Illumina sequencing handles (8 cycles), respectively,
following Illumina 16S Metagenomic Sequencing Library
Preparation recommendations (Data Set S1). Libraries were
combined and analyzed by 150 PE MiSeq in collaboration with
the University of California Davis Sequencing Facilities. Reads
in excess of 18 million passed filter, and an overall Q30 > 85%.
Individual Variant Cloning. Individual variants were

cloned using a variation on the method described above.
Briefly, overlap extension PCR (Data Set S1) yielded a double-
stranded fragment that spanned the length of the missing 26-
codon region in the entry vector. Each fragment was cloned
into the entry vector using standard Golden gate cloning
techniques.40 Variants bearing the CP[N87C] mutation were
cloned into a similar entry vector bearing the desired mutation
at position 87, which was installed via site-directed muta-
genesis.42 Cloned plasmids were transformed into chemically
competent DH10B cells. Individual colonies were sequenced
via Sanger sequencing prior to expression.
Individual Variant Expression. Selected mutants were

individually expressed in 5 or 50 mL cultures of 2×YT. These
expressions were pelleted, resuspended in 10 mM phosphate
buffer (pH 7.2) and 2 mM sodium azide, lysed by sonication,
precipitated twice with 50% (w/v) ammonium sulfate, and
evaluated by a native gel for VLP formation and acid
sensitivity.
Individual Acid Screens. Following ammonium sulfate

precipitation and resuspension, variants were diluted at a 1:10
ratio into neutral or acidic buffers ranging from pH 3.9 to 7.4.
These buffers contained various concentrations of citric acid
and phosphate, prepared according to the Sigma Buffer
Reference. Variants were centrifuged at 13000g for 2 min,
and then equal volumes were loaded onto a native gel.
Densitometry with ImageJ was used to determine VLP
formation and sensitivity to acidic conditions.
Native Gel. VLPs were analyzed in a 0.8% agarose gel in

0.5× TBE buffer (45 mM Tris-borate and 1 mM EDTA) with
2× SYBR Safe DNA Gel Stain (ThermoFisher Scientific,
catalog no. S33102) for 120 min at 40 V. Agarose gels were
imaged on a Bio-Rad GelDoc EZ Imager. Densitometry under
each condition compared to pH 7.4 was performed using
ImageJ.

Sypro Orange Melting Curves. Individual variants were
purified by HPLC SEC and then diluted to a final A280 of 1 in
10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.2), 200 mM sodium chloride,
and 2 mM sodium azide. Purified variants were filtered, and a
final concentration of 20× Sypro Orange was added. The
melting temperature was determined using a qPCR protocol
that measured fluorescence every 0.5 °C between 30 and 80 °C
using an Applied Biosystems QuantStudio 3. The derivative
was taken of the resulting fluorescence curves, and the
minimum value was determined to be the melting temperature.

Cysteine Modification. Variants of interest were purified
by HPLC SEC and diluted to 5 μM in 20 mM phosphate
buffer (pH 7.2). A solution of AlexaFluor-488 maleimide
(ThermoFisher Scientific, catalog no. A10254) in dimethyl-
formamide was added to a final concentration of 20× (relative
to capsid monomer) and allowed to react for 1 h. Variants
were spin concentrated three times with a centrifugal filter with
a 100 kDa molecular weight cutoff (Millipore Sigma, catalog
no. UFC510024) and then evaluated by HPLC SEC and ESI
TOF.

Mass Spectrometry. Modified and unmodified proteins
were analyzed with an Agilent 1200 series liquid chromato-
graph (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) connected in
line with an Agilent 6224 time-of flight (TOF) LC/MS system
with a Turbospray ion source.

High-Throughput Sequencing Data Analysis. Data
were trimmed and processed as previously described15 with
minor variations. Briefly, data were trimmed with Trimmo-
matic43 with a four-unit sliding quality window of 20 and a
minimum length of 30. Reads were merged using FLASH (fast
length adjustment of short reads)44 with a maximum overlap of
160 bp. Reads were then aligned with the wild-type MS2 CP
reference gene with Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA-MEM).45

Reads were then sorted and indexed with Samtools.46 The
Picard function CleanSam was used to filter unmapped reads,
and reads longer or shorter than the expected length of the
barcoded DNA were removed.

AFL Calculations. Cleaned and filtered high-throughput
sequencing reads were analyzed using Python programs written
in house. Briefly, the mutated region of the MS2 CP was
isolated, and the number of mutations per read was calculated.
Reads with zero mutations (wild-type reads) or more than two
mutations were both removed. In reads with two mutations,
the two non-wild-type codons were identified and counted. In
reads with one mutation, the mutated codon was tallied in
combination with every wild-type codon. Codons were then
translated into amino acids, removing codons that do not end
in G or T.
These calculations were repeated for all experiments to

generate abundances before and after each selective pressure.
Relative percent abundances were calculated as previously
described.15 Briefly, the grand sum, or the sum of all counts at
every combination at every position, was calculated. We next
divided each matrix by its grand sum, generating a matrix of
percent abundances. These calculations were repeated for each
biological replicate of VLP, plasmid, heat-selected, or acid-
selected libraries, generating 12 different percent abundance
matrices. We calculated relative percent abundances by
dividing the percent abundance for the selected library
compared by the percent abundance for the plasmid library
for each replicate.
We calculated the mean across the three replicates. All Nan

(null) values, which indicate variants that were not identified in
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the plasmid library, were ignored. Scores of zero, which
indicate variants that were sequenced in the unselected library
but absent in the VLP library, were replaced with an arbitrary
score of 0.0001. We calculated the log10 of the relative percent
abundance array to calculate the final array for each replicate.
Finally, we calculated the average AFS value for each amino
acid combination by finding the mean value for every
combination, which is displayed in Figure S1. In addition, all
AFS values for assembly and heat selections can be found in
Data Set S2.
Shannon Entropy Calculations. The Shannon entropy is

defined as

∑= − P PShannon entropy log( ) (1)

where P refers to a given probability. We first calculate the
probability of a given combination of two amino acids
occurring within a single residue. Any zero values are replaced
with 0.00001. We then calculated the Shannon entropy at all
15 combinations as follows.
Shannon entropy values were averaged across three

biological replicates for each library. The difference between
the unselected plasmid library and the VLP library, or the
unselected plasmid library compared to the heat-selected VLP
library, was used to evaluate how mutability affects thermo-
stability.
Predicted Two-Dimensional (2D) AFL: Convolutional

Neural Network. All neural network model development was
conducted in Python using the Tensorflow library.47 The
neural network design was composed of two sequential
convolutional layers, each followed by a pooling operation,
that ultimately fed into two fully connected layers, which
output a scalar fitness score prediction. Data were fed in as an
array consisting of 12 physical properties listed for each amino
acid position along the MS2 backbone.48−52 Mutations were
modeled by swapping the physical properties of one amino
acid for another at the relevant site in the MS2 CP. Mutants
with fitness scores less than or equal to −4 were removed, and
missing data points were excluded entirely.
The property columns in our input matrices are separately

fed into the function, processed individually, and then
combined. The first convolutional layer takes small fragments
of the input vector (kernel size = 5), corresponding to five-
residue sequences of amino acids in the backbone of the MS2
CP. This length was chosen to represent small units of
sequence that can exhibit characteristic patterns in their
physical identities without overburdening the training model.
After each pass through the filters, a “pooling” operation
reduces the size of the data passed along by taking the
maximum value of each 2-unit long subdivision of the filter
outputs and consolidating them to feed into the next layer. The
neural net was trained on the full one-dimensional (1D) AFL
using the mean squared error as our optimization factor, with
the maximum number of iterations set to 50000.
Epistasis Calculations. Epistasis, E, was calculated as

described elsewhere.16 Briefly, we calculated the difference
between nonadditive effects of one-amino acid mutations on a
log scale. We first calculated the difference between the AFS
value of a mutation (AFSi) and the average AFSWT. AFSpredicted
was calculated by adding the Δi values for each mutation to the
average AFSWT. This predicted AFS values for all two-amino
acid variants are plotted in Figure S7B. The predicted 2D AFS

value was then subtracted from the measured AFS value to
generate E, a measure of epistasis.

Δ = −AFS AFSi i WT (2)

i

k
jjjjjj

y

{
zzzzzz∑= Δ +AFS AFS

i
ipredicted WT

(3)

= −E AFS AFSmeasured predicted (4)

Variants where the sign (+ or −) between the predicted 2D
AFL and the measured 2D AFL was inverted were separated
for further analysis. E values for these variants are plotted in
Figure 5A. Epistasis scores are available in Data Set S3.

Phylogeny Calculations. Bacteriophage coat proteins
related to the MS2 CP (Protein Data Bank entry: 2MS2)
were identified and aligned with UniProt Align, and a
phylogenetic tree was calculated using Interactive Tree of
Life (iTOL).53 Consensus sequences were generated using
Berkeley WebLogo.54

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We recently described the 1D AFL of the MS2 CP.15 In this
fitness landscape, we evaluated the mutability at each position
across the MS2 CP. While the MS2 CP has been extensively
used as an epitope display platform, mutations and peptide
insertions are typically performed on an exterior-facing loop
between residues 14 and 19.55,56 In our previous study, we
found that a six-amino acid stretch in a flexible loop connecting
two β-sheets, termed the FG loop, was highly mutable (Figure
2A), meaning that many amino acid substitutions assembled
into well-formed VLPs. This FG loop undergoes a critical
conformational shift during VLP assembly,57−59 which results
in two distinct structures near the pore, termed the A/C
(Figure 2B) and B (Figure 2C) forms. Because a conforma-
tional change in this loop is important for VLP assembly,57−59

we were surprised by the mutability of this region.
This loop was used as a model system to study how two-

amino acid mutations affect protein fitness, thereby character-
izing a second dimension of the MS2 CP protein fitness
landscape. To evaluate the fitness of all variants in this library,
we used SyMAPS, a technique that generates a quantitative
score of assembly competency across a targeted library of VLP
variants. When expressed in E. coli, well-formed particles will
encapsulate available negative charge within the MS2 CP
during assembly.60 SyMAPS takes advantage of this property,
using intrinsic nucleic acid encapsulation as a convenient
genotype-to-phenotype link. If a given MS2 CP mutation
assembles, then variant mRNA is encapsulated within the VLP
and copurifies with it.15 If assembly is not permitted with a
given mutation, then cellular nucleic acids are not recovered.
We generated a 6615-member library containing all possible

two-amino acid combinations in the FG loop (T71−E76).
This library contained all single and double amino acid
mutations from the native MS2 CP sequence. We subjected
the library to a selection based on VLP assembly and
performed high-throughput sequencing before and after the
selection. The library was generated and analyzed in three
independent replicates. The percent abundance of each variant
before and after the selection was converted into an apparent
fitness score (AFS). Library members with positive AFS values
correspond to mutations that permit assembly. Conversely,
negative AFS values indicate disfavored VLP formation, which
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could be due to poor expression, inefficient or no assembly, or
instability to protein purification. These scores are presented
together in a combined 2D AFL, which indicates the effects of
all one- and two-amino acid mutations in this loop on VLP
assembly (Figure S1).
Of the 6615 possible library members, >92% of all variants

were identified in at least one replicate and 87% were identified
in all three replicates. Approximately 5% of the variants were
sequenced in the plasmid library but were absent in the VLP
library; these variants are colored dark red on the 2D AFL.

Nonsense and silent mutations were used as internal negative
and positive controls, respectively. In this study, 483 nonsense
mutations were measured, and all had an AFS value of −0.19
or lower, correctly identifying each variant as nonassembling.
In contrast, 15 silent mutations, or one per combination, were
measured, and all of these AFS values were 0.20 or higher. This
indicates that these wild-type VLPs are correctly identified as
being well-assembled. As expected, these two populations
separated into two nonoverlapping groups (Figure 3A),
affirming the quality of these data.

Selection for Thermal Stability Separates Wild-Type-
like Variants from Thermally Compromised Variants.
Thermostability is desirable in nearly all potential applications,
and any variants used as vaccines, biomaterials, or drug
delivery vehicles would likely require near-wild-type stability or
better. To identify variants that are stable to high temperatures,

Figure 2. Changes in the FG loop of the MS2 CP. (A) The view from
the interior of the capsid shows how the FG loop (green) differs
between the quasi-6-fold and 5-fold axes. A-type monomers are
colored dark purple, B monomers magenta, and C monomers light
purple. Close-up perspectives of the (B) quasi-6-fold and (C) 5-fold
axes highlight the structural changes between the A/C and B form
monomers, respectively. A key hydrogen bond between E76 and the
backbone of T71 is indicated with a dashed line in panel C.

Figure 3. Assembly-selected apparent fitness score (AFS) abundan-
ces. (A) Nonsense and silent mutation AFS values separate into two
nonoverlapping populations. (B) The heat-selected 2D AFL separates
into bimodal populations, while the assembly selection 2D AFL does
not. Single-amino acid mutations are on average less deleterious than
two-amino acid mutations in the (C) assembly and (D) heat
selections.
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we subjected library members to a heat challenge of 50 °C for
10 min. We then compared the percent abundance of variants
after this selection to that of the starting plasmid library,
resulting in a heat-selected 2D AFL (Figure S2). Variants that
assemble and are stable to 50 °C for 10 min result in positive
scores and are colored blue.
We next compared the distribution of AFS values in the

assembly-selected and heat-selected 2D AFLs. A histogram of
all AFS values in the less stringent, assembly-selected case
results in a broad distribution centered slightly above zero with
a long negative tail (Figure 3B). In contrast, a histogram of the
AFS values in the heat-selected case exhibits bimodality,
suggesting that many assembly competent variants strongly
alter the thermostability of the MS2 CP. Variants with a high
AFS value in the heat-selected 2D AFL are likely to be best
suited for applications such as drug delivery or imaging
because of their uncompromised thermal stability. The
bimodality of the heat-selected data set is also evident in the
dark colors and obvious striped patterns in the landscape itself
(Figure S2). For example, with few exceptions, mutations at
G74 resulted in negative scores in the heat-selected 2D AFL,
indicating that nearly every combination of mutations at this
position resulted in undesirable VLP properties. Similar effects
can be seen with V75. At V75, mutation to isoleucine and, in
some cases, leucine resulted in thermostable VLPs, but few
other mutations were tolerated. Taken together, the stringency
of the thermal selection is useful for identifying which variants
behave like wild-type VLPs.
We hypothesized that one and two missense mutations may

have different average effects on protein fitness. In this data set,
570 single-amino acid mutants were scored while 5041 two-
amino acid mutations were scored. When the AFS values of
one and two missense mutations were compared, differences
between these populations were apparent (Figure 3C). The
histogram comparing these values clearly shows that one-
amino acid mutations form a bimodal distribution, indicating
the VLPs split into well-assembled and poorly assembled
populations. In contrast, AFS values for two-amino acid
mutations are distributed more evenly and are lower on
average, suggesting that an additional mutation is more often
detrimental to VLP assembly. These differences were
exacerbated by the heat selection, in which two-amino acid
mutations were clearly less tolerated than one-amino acid
mutations (Figure 3D), though both populations exhibit
bimodality. These results agree with literature reports that a
second mutation, or an additional step away from wild type in
a fitness landscape, often has an additive, negative effect on
protein fitness.16

Selections for Increased Acid Sensitivity with
Uncompromised Thermal Stability. In targeted drug
delivery, a therapeutic cargo can be protected inside of a
container until it is endocytosed into target cells; thus, selective
release of drug cargo in the acidic environment of endosomes
or lysosomes is potentially advantageous. In addition to its role
in VLP assembly, the FG loop is critical for modulating the
acid stability of the MS2 CP. Previously, we used 1D AFLs to
show that mutations CP[T71H] and CP[E76C] increase VLP
sensitivity to an acidic environment.15 However, previous
attempts to improve the acid sensitivity of CP[T71H] or
CP[E76C] through rational design led to compromised long-
term stability, suggesting that the properties of protein stability
and acid sensitivity may be intertwined in a non-obvious
fashion. As such, identifying variants with inversely correlated

properties, high thermostability with reduced acid stability, is
well-suited for protein engineering approaches.
We therefore additionally selected for variants with stability

to high temperatures and increased acid sensitivity. These
selections were performed on the assembled library, ensuring
that variants are assembly competent. In addition, we
specifically sought variants that behaved like the previously
published CP[T71H] variant, which selectively precipitates
under acidic conditions. We challenged the assembly-selected
library of FG loop variants to pH 5 at 37 °C for 1 h, mimicking
the conditions of the early endosome.61 High-throughput
sequencing was used to identify VLPs that were selectively
absent following acidic pressure (Figure S3).
In particular, three variants, CP[T71H/E76P], CP[T71H/

E76Q], and CP[T71H/E76T], exhibited increased acid
sensitivity compared to that of the parent CP[T71H] variant
(Figure 4A,B). In contrast, all instances of silent mutations that

encode CP[WT] showed unchanged abundance following
acidic pressure and increased relative abundance following
thermal pressure (Figure S4). Interestingly, all three acid-
sensitive variants contained the parent CP[T71H] mutation,
combined with a second mutation at residue 76. Gratifyingly,
at pH 7.2, all three variants exhibited a melting temperature of
>50 °C, ranging from 52 to 65 °C (Figure 4C).

Figure 4. Validation of acid-sensitive, heat-stable variants. (A and B)
Three new variants, CP[T71H/E76Q], CP[T71H/E76T], and
CP[T71H/E76P], are more acid-sensitive than CP[T71H]. Capsid
recoveries after acid challenges were quantified via native gel
electrophoresis, followed by ImageJ densitometry analysis. Error
bars represent three sample replicates. (C) All variants exhibit melting
temperatures of >50 °C at pH 7.2.
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Additionally, CP[T71H/E76P], the most acid-sensitive
variant, tolerated an additional cysteine mutation in the
interior cavity at position N87. This cysteine mutation has
previously been used to load fluorophore or drug cargo into
the interior of the MS2 CP.62 The triple mutant CP[T71H/
E76P/N87C] formed well-assembled VLPs and was readily
modified by AlexaFluor-488 maleimide (Figure S5A); in
contrast, the CP[T71H/E76P] double mutant lacking the
introduced cysteine residue remained unmodified. Analysis by
HPLC SEC confirmed that the AlexaFluor-488 fluorophore
coelutes with CP[T71H/E76P/N87C] following modification
(Figure S5B,C), consistent with the behavior of CP[T71H/
N87C] and CP[N87C] (Figure S5D−G) and indicating that
the modified VLPs are assembled. These useful two-amino acid
variants display a narrow yet desirable combination of
properties, achieved by combining a highly targeted library
with multiple direct functional selections.
Quantifying FG Loop Pairwise Mutability Using

Shannon Entropy. The previously published 1D AFL was
used to quantify the mutability index (MI) of each position in
the FG loop (Table 1). The region contains a range of

mutabilities, from poorly mutable (G74 and V75) to highly
mutable (T71, V72, G73, and E76). In this study, the Shannon
entropy,63 a calculation that measures diversity at a given
position, was used to quantify the pairwise mutability at every
combination of positions in both the assembly-selected and the
heat-selected 2D AFL. As expected, positions with lower
mutability, such as G74, decreased the pairwise mutability,
even when combined with positions with high mutability, such
as T71 or E76 (Figure S6A). Residues T71, V72, G73, and E76
are independently highly mutable with similar mutability
indices, as determined by the 1D AFL. However, pairwise
combinations containing E76 were less mutable than pairwise
combinations of T71, V72, and G73, suggesting that multiple
mutations carry an increased penalty at position E76.
Differences in pairwise mutability were evaluated following

heat selection (Figure S6B). In particular, the pairwise
mutability of residue V75 decreased more than those of
other positions, suggesting that combinations of mutations that
include V75 may permit assembly but lead to a loss of
thermostability. Only the pairwise combination of T71 and
E76 inverted from mutable to immutable following thermal
pressure, suggesting that mutations at both of these positions
may be more deleterious to thermostability.
We next sought to predict the 2D mutability in this region

using a convolutional neural network based on the 1D AFL
(Figure S7A). The optimized convolutional neural network
produced a 2D AFL in which the average mutability in each
combination was comparable to the assembly-selected 2D
AFL; however, individual combinations of amino acids were
inconsistently predicted. Upon further analysis, we found that
an additive 2D AFL, which was populated with the summed

difference between the AFS value of both mutations and the
average AFSWT in the 1D AFL, outperformed the neural
network in predicting the mutability of each combination
(Figure S7B). We hypothesize that this performance
discrepancy is due to the limited training data, which consisted
of only 2580 mutants in the parent 1D AFL library. These
efforts underscore the importance of continued experimental
work to generate high-quality, multidimensional AFLs.

Epistasis Plays a Visible Role in Two-Amino Acid
Mutability across the FG Loop. We sought to identify
instances of negative and positive sign epistasis in the 2D AFL.
Negative sign epistasis refers to combinations of mutations that
do not permit assembly, even though each mutation is
permitted individually. Conversely, positive sign epistasis refers
to mutations that rescue nonassembling variants, resulting in
assembled VLPs.
We identified variants for which the predicted 2D AFS value

(calculated via the simple additive method described above)
has a sign different from that of the measured assembly
selected 2D AFS value. We quantified epistasis, E, as the
difference between the predicted and experimental data sets
(Figure 5A). While the majority of these variants have E scores
closer to zero, a subset exhibits notably positive and negative
sign epistasis (Data Set S3). The median E value is negative,
consistent with previous studies of sign epistasis, which have
shown that deleterious pairwise interactions are more
common.64

Although much of the experimental landscape matches the
predicted 2D AFL, we found that epistasis plays a surprising
role in the two-amino acid mutability across many positions in
this loop. In particular, positions T71 and E76, which are
spatially adjacent but distant in sequence (Figure 2B,C),
coevolve with a strong interdependence. Mutations at T71
change which mutations are permitted at E76, and vice versa,
with regard to both charge and steric bulk. In addition,
combinations of charged mutations are tightly regulated by
epistatic effects across the entire loop, in which some
evolutionary paths are more available than others.
As examples of this, both positive sign epistasis and negative

sign epistasis were observed at combinations of mutations at
positions T71 and E76, in the assembly- and heat-selected 2D
AFL (Figure 5B). While distant in sequence, these positions
are structurally close in both the A/C and B conformations. In
the A/C conformation (quasi-6-fold axis), T71 and E76 are on
adjacent β-sheets, while in the B conformation (5-fold axis),
the side chain of E76 hydrogen bonds with the backbone of
T71 (Figure 2C).65,66

In the 1D AFL, a single negative charge at position T71 is
not permitted. We previously hypothesized that this is likely
due to repulsion with the nearby negative charge at E76. This
hypothesis is supported by the 2D AFL results. T71E can be
rescued by a charge inversion at E76, and CP[T71E/E76K],
CP[T71E/E76R], and CP[T71E/E76H] are assembly com-
petent and enriched following the thermal challenge (Figure
5C). More strikingly, T71D variants were rescued by almost
any mutation at E76, with the notable exception of negatively
charged residues (D and E) and structurally disruptive residues
(G and P) (Figure 5D).
Visualization in Chimera yielded useful insight into the

origin of this pattern. In CP[WT], E76 hydrogen bonds with
both Q40 and the backbone of T71 (Figure S8A) in the B
form monomer structure. When E76 is inverted from a
hydrogen acceptor to a hydrogen donor (R and K), hydrogen

Table 1

residue mutability index

71 −0.04
72 −0.05
73 −0.01
74 −0.22
75 −0.23
76 −0.09
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bonding with Q40 could be preserved, as glutamine contains
both an acceptor and a donor. However, hydrogen bonding
between E76 and the backbone of T71 is likely not preserved
without significant backbone rearrangement. In addition, in the
case of CP[T71E/E76R], the mutated side chains are oriented
in opposite directions, again indicating that a new salt bridge is
likely not formed without backbone rearrangement in this
region (Figure S8B). Finally, in silico mutation to CP[E76R]
results in clashes with Q70, further supporting the idea that
backbone rearrangement of this flexible loop is likely. Taken
together, we anticipate that doubly charged mutants at T71
and E76 are engaging in backbone rearrangement in the B
form, thus restoring a mimic of the native hydrogen bonding
pattern or permitting a salt bridge between variant side chains.
Instances of negative sign epistasis were also observed

between positions T71 and E76. In the 1D AFL, each position
independently permits hydrophobic mutations. For example,
CP[E76I] is assembly competent; however, when coupled with
an additional mutation of isoleucine, leucine, phenylalanine, or
tyrosine at T71all mutations that are tolerated individu-

allythe VLP is no longer assembly competent (Figure 5E).
Similarly, CP[T71F] is permitted in the 1D AFL, but when
combined with additional hydrophobic mutations at position
E76, the VLP no longer permits assembly (Figure 5F).
These trends suggest a steric constraint between these two

residues, where enough space exists for one but not multiple
bulky amino acids. Visualization in Chimera led us to
hypothesize that the steric constraint is driven by the structure
of the A/C form monomers rather than the B form monomers.
In the C form, and to a lesser extent in the A form, clashes
between the two bulky residues were apparent following in
silico mutation to CP[T71F/E76I] (Figure S8C), while the B
form allowed mutation without producing clashes. Given the
secondary structure in this region, we hypothesize that these
clashes are not readily resolved, leading to assembly
incompetent VLPs.
Across the FG loop, combinations of oppositely charged

mutations have varying, and often striking, effects (Figure
S9A). The negative charge at T71 is rescued by the positive
charge at V72, G73, or E76. Similar, though subtler, effects are

Figure 5. Positive and negative epistasis in the FG loop. (A) E, a measure of epistasis, shows both negative and positive effects, though the overall
trend is toward negative epistasis. (B) Residues 71 and 76 show significant positive and negative epistasis, as shown for both the assembly and heat
selections. Examples of (C and D) predominantly positive epistasis and (E and F) negative epistasis are shown. In these graphs, 2D AFS values
predicted from the 1D AFL data are colored green and compared to the measured assembly selected (orange) and heat-selected (purple) AFS
values. Differences between the predicted and measured scores indicate regions of epistatic interactions.
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seen for the negative charge at V72 with the corresponding
positive charge at T71 or G73, and combinations of oppositely
charged mutations at these positions lead to well-assembled,
thermostable VLPs. Similarly, charge inversion at E76, which is
not tolerated in the 1D AFL, is rescued in several instances
with negative charge elsewhere in the loop.
A different trend is observed with charged mutations at

position V72 in combination with position G74 or V75, both
poorly mutable positions in general. While assembly of VLPs
with charge at V72 is rescued by a second, oppositely charged
mutation at G74 or V75, these mutations lead to thermally
unstable VLPs that do not remain assembled through the heat
challenge. Similar trends are observed when the charge at G74
and V75 is combined with an oppositely charged mutation at
E76. While these trends are challenging to explain in full, we
visualized the hydrogen bond network and local environment
of the FG loop in the A/C and B forms to gain more insight
(Figure S8D,E). Within a 5 Å region, the A/C form largely
interacts with other regions of nearby FG loop, albeit a region
wider than that evaluated in this study. In contrast, the FG
loop of the B form is spatially near a wide range of residues,
including an adjacent loop region. In addition, several key
hydrogen bonds appear to maintain the correct geometric
shape in this loop. As such, we hypothesize that the strong
effect of charge on the FG loop is driven by the hydrogen
bonding network in the B form monomer.
Other instances of sign epistasis were less intuitive. We

observed non-obvious positive epistasis between residues G73
and V75. A tyrosine mutation at V75 is not tolerated when
G73 is the wild-type residue. However, surprisingly, positive
charge or hydrophobic mutations, including K, R, F, L, M, and
Y, rescue the assembly and thermostability of V75Y (Figure
S9B). How positive charge rescues a mutation to tyrosine is
unclear. One explanation could be that the positive charge

forces a new interaction with the negatively charged E76
residue, contorting the loop enough to allow the bulky V75Y
mutation. An alternative possibility is a new cation−π
interaction between V75Y and K or R or π-stacking with F
and Y.
The only two paired residues that show no evidence of

epistasis are G74 and V75, the least mutable residues in this
region. Of the 400 possible combinations of mutations at G74
and V75, only CP[G74G/V75V], CP[G74G/V75I], and
CP[G74G/V75L] form thermostable VLPs.
Taken together, these detailed analyses work toward

defining the design rules for successful VLP formation of the
MS2 CP, adding depth to our understanding of self-assembly.

Phylogenetic Analysis Suggests a Relationship
between Epistasis and an Evolutionary Path. Epistatic
analysis produced several compelling design rules governing
the mutabilityand, potentially, evolvabilityof the FG loop.
We sought to compare these rules against sequences of
homologous coat proteins from related bacteriophages. A
phylogenetic tree from sequenced RNA phages was generated,
and these 24 bacteriophage coat proteins separated into three
distinct clades (Figure 6A). This tree is similar to previously
published phylogenetic analyses of ssRNA phages.67 Con-
sistent with the design rules generated by epistatic analysis,
most homologues have zero or one negatively charged residues
in this loop. Additional negative residues are frequently
accompanied by positive residues, and residues corresponding
to positions 71 and 76 are not both large, hydrophobic amino
acids.
Bacteriophages closely related to the MS2 CP show a high

degree of sequence similarity in the region corresponding to
the FG loop. No charged residues are observed other than E76.
Additionally, residues T71, V72, and G73 exhibit the most
sequence diversity, consistent with our mutability analyses. In

Figure 6. Phylogenetic tree of RNA bacteriophage coat proteins. (A) Twenty-four coat proteins separated into three distinct clades, colored red,
blue, and green. The gray lines indicate the regions that are analogous to the FG loop in bacteriophage MS2. (B−D) These clades exhibit distinct
consensus sequences.
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contrast, a clade of structurally related coat proteins that
includes the well-studied Qβ bacteriophage26 shows a
divergent consensus sequence (Figure 6B). In this case, the
negative charge at E76 is replaced with a cysteine residue.
Interestingly, this cysteine is known to participate in
intersubunit disulfide bonding. In addition, exposure to DTT
decreases the melting temperature of the Qβ CP by >40 °C,
indicating that this disulfide bond is critical for thermo-
stability.68 Within this group, we also see more sequence
divergence at residues 71−75, including several charged
residues at positions 72 and 74. The third clade, which is
most distant from the MS2 CP, shows high divergence from
the MS CP sequence, with the exception of the conserved G74
residue. In this group, most sequences have only one negative
charge, primarily at a position corresponding to residue 71 in
the MS2 CP.
From these analyses, we hypothesize that the observed effect

of charge on the MS2 CP FG loop arises in the absence of
disulfide bonds present in the clade containing Qβ. Without
intersubunit disulfide bonds, the MS2 CP likely relies on the
hydrogen bond network in the B form monomer, including the
intrasubunit hydrogen bond between residues T71 and E76, to
maintain the correct geometric shape, and disrupting this
interaction with additional charge, charge inversion, or other
mutations can result in poorly formed VLPs. However,
compensating with a similar hydrogen bond through an
additional mutation or balancing additional charge with an
opposite charge can be restorative.

■ CONCLUSION
VLPs are an excellent model system for studying the effects of
epistasis on protein assembly, because of their genetic
simplicity, high yield, and intrinsic genotype-to-phenotype
link. We generated and characterized a 6615-member library of
one- and two-amino acid mutations in the highly mutable FG
loop of the MS2 CP. The library was subjected to multiple
selections, initially for capsid assembly, followed by thermal
and pH stability. Negative or positive epistasis was identified
and characterized. In particular, two-amino acid mutations
involving charged residues and steric bulk coevolved in
unexpected ways. Our epistatic analysis was used to generate
a set of design rules for this loop, which were compared to
consensus sequences for related coat protein clades in a
phylogenetic analysis. This study represents the first
quantitative measure of epistasis in a self-assembling nano-
particle, and the generated design rules will inform future
efforts to tailor and engineer viruslike particles in a variety of
non-native contexts.
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